Optional Glass Divider
- Frameless glass in clear or frosted finish is available on metal trim.

Tool Tile - Tool tiles can replace fabric tiles for the ultimate in utility.

Worksurface Height Electrical - Receptacles provide easy transitions for mobile equipment.

Base Raceway Power - Base elevation electrical receptacles keep tripping hazards at bay.
PowerWorks is the first name in systems furniture because it grows in concert with your organization. You can build the environment that suits today’s needs and budget without limiting tomorrow’s decisions.

Disassembling and reassembling entire workstations is simple and requires no specialized tools—minimizing reconfiguration costs as well as lost time. The biggest cost savings come from PowerWorks components themselves. Built to last, guaranteed, and available in UV-resistant finishes, they allow you to reuse instead of recycle.

PowerWorks’ building blocks of design are also just the tools for teams that want to think outside the box of the typical workstation. Using multiple panel heights in divider walls provides privacy without stifling communication and adds visual appeal. Panel lift kits replace base raceways with 6” or 12” support legs to improve airflow and make cleaning easier, while providing a more approachable aesthetic.

Unique storage solutions like tool tiles, tool rails, and open-concept cubbies also create more appealing and efficient group spaces by removing clutter and keeping vital files and accessories close at hand.

With PowerWorks every component is created with an eye toward both form and function. With pedestal-top seat cushions, the files serve as overflow seating and keyed-alike storage in one.
Cubicles aren’t for everyone. Stand out from the crowd and add as many or as few partitions as you need by wrapping freestanding desking with systems furniture. All of the tiles in traditional PowerWorks stations can also be used to wrap freestanding desking, including a variety of painted metal options.

Flat and dimpled solid metal tiles serve as magnetic “tackboards” while perforated panels and metal trim options add subtle modern flair. Even without the attached surfaces, PowerWorks brings a host of features to the table. The most important of those features is the power itself. The electrical components of PowerWorks are modular as well, so power can be added or reconfigured in place with minimal disruption.

While the most basic configuration of PowerWorks contains no electrical components, it can be converted to any of the powered options without changing the framing components, and minimal changes to the tiles or trim. Powered configurations of the system include duplex receptacles at 4 heights: base, ADA, worksurface, and standing elevations.

Reception Station - Transaction counters are available in standard and ADA heights.

Panel Options - Full glass panels and accent fabric tiles add an executive feel to your environment.

Rolling Screen Door - Rolling screen doors keep private offices from feeling closed-off.
Integrated, thoughtfully designed components don’t just make PowerWorks easy to reconfigure, they also make it a snap to customize. Custom reception stations don’t just make a good first impression, they create a more efficient environment for administrative and customer service tasks.

Transaction counters are available in standard and ADA heights. Counters do double duty when task lights are mounted beneath them. Segmented panels can easily be stepped down in reception areas for a smooth transition between semi-private offices and open waiting rooms.

Those semi-private and private managerial offices are another great place to add style with custom features. Using combinations of textures and colors within segmented panels adds visual impact. Fabric, laminate, perforated steel, solid steel, glass, and open frame tiles can all be blended easily, and with a professional result because they all rely on the same frame and trim pieces.

In fact, even the trim itself can be customized. Flat aluminum trim showcases modern panel treatments, while radiused polypropylene subtly flatters more conservative fabric choices. Segmented tiles aren’t the only way to make a bold statement. Monolithic glass tiles with full-height rolling doors make sure that full privacy never feels closed off. A variety of peninsula worksurfaces help you make good use of that space for consultations, interviews, and small conferences. It’s a multitude of options like these that make PowerWorks the last word in customization.
MISSION STATEMENT

As a business, Correctional Industries is committed to maintain and expand offender work training programs which develop marketable job skills, instill and promote positive work ethics, and reduce the tax burden of corrections.

SHOWROOM APPOINTMENTS

Take the opportunity to try before you buy and visit our showroom located in Tumwater Washington. Correctional Industries’ knowledgeable and friendly staff will assist you in finding the products and services that are right for you. Or check out our design center and select from a variety of fabric and laminate samples, pick up our newest catalogs and brochures, or come in for a personalized chair demonstration. To schedule an appointment please call our Administrative Sales Assistant at 360.725.9100.

Correctional Industries
801 88th AVE SE
Tumwater, WA 98501

DIRECTIONS FROM I-5

Take the Scott Lake Exit 99 and travel East on 93rd Ave SW. Continue through two all-way stops, and turn left onto Tilley Road S (Tilley becomes 88th Ave SE). Enter the Washington State Light Industrial Park on your right. Visitor parking is in the front.